Simulators have been used to evaluate drivers' reactions to various transportation products. Most research, however, has concentrated on their technical performance. This paper considers driver's motion perception on a vehicle simulator through the analysis of human sensibility ergonomics. A sensibility ergonomic method is proposed in order to improve the reliability of vehicle simulators. A simulator in a passenger vehicle consists of three main modules such as vehicle dynamics, virtual environment, and motion representation modules. To evaluate drivers' feedback, human perceptions are categorized into a set verbal expressions collected and investigated to find the most appropriate ones for translation and angular accelerations of the simulator. The cut-off frequency of the washout filter in the representation module is selected as one sensibility factor. Sensibility experiments were carried out to find a correlation between the expressions and the cut-off frequency of the filter. This study suggests a methodology to obtain an ergonomic database that can be applied to the sensibility evaluation of dynamic simulators.
Human Sensibility Ergonomics Approach to Vehicle Simulator
Based on Dynamics
Introduction
A vehicle simulator is a kind of virtual reality device to make a driver feel that he/she is driving a car in a reallife situation by transmitting the ride comfort to the driver through motion, visualization, and sound queue. Demand for a vehicle simulator is increasing owing to its usefulness in the sense that it can reproduce dangerous and urgent situations safely, while developing a new concept vehicle.
The driving simulator developed in the University of Iowa contributes to strengthening the competitiveness of the automobile industry in the U.S.A. Also, it is well known as a large scale simulator which can be employed effectively for traffic accident research (1) . The Japanese automobile company, Mazda, has manufactured and used a simulator employing a parallel computer (2) . Korean automobile companies have also developed diverse simulators and employed them in different driving conditions and vehicle designs. It is confirmed, however, that the subject riding in a high-tech simulator must notice a decline in the motion perception, so the attempts to investigate and improve these problems have been tried out (3) . Since there is a limitation to developing simulator technology, it is necessary to study the advanced simulator development technology enough to satisfy driver's ergonomic sensibility desires.
This research will attempt to pursue the human sensibility ergonomics approach to the driver's motion perception employing a vehicle simulator. To do this, the traditional human sensibility ergonomics method is modified to extract sensibility vocabulary for the human sensibility ergonomics method and motion perception. Also, cut-off frequency is determined as an ergonomic sensibility factor in the washout algorithm of a simulator and its effect on motion perception is addressed in this paper.
Vehicle Simulator

1 Vehicle simulator structure
A simulator is a device capable of reproducing a virtual reality environment and motion perception using computer graphics. Especially, a driving simulator of a vehicle consists of a control force loading module, a motion analysis module, an audiovisual reproduction module, and a motion reproduction module. All these modules are integrated by the communication system. The control forceloading module detects the driver's operation and reproduces an appropriate reaction force to the operation. The motion analysis module analyzes the vehicle behavior and generates the driving situations. The audiovisual reproduction module takes charge of the driving environment and sound information. Also, the motion reproduction module makes the driver experience a real driving situation by reproducing the vehicle behavior through the motion generator. Figure 1 shows the structure of a developed vehicle simulator.
2 Dynamic analysis of driving device
The dynamic analysis of a driving device is an essential element for reproducing the vehicle behavior through the motion generator of a simulator and for developing the graphic module. As shown in Fig. 2 , this paper carried out the dynamic analysis of a vehicle chassis model over the vehicles equipped with a McPherson suspension system in order to develop a dynamic vehicle simulation model. The vehicle model has a chassis mass of 1 429 kg and consists of 24 bodies. There are 8 universal joints, 6 revolution joints, 14 spherical joints and 5 translation joints among the bodies. The vehicle model is structured to have 15 degrees of freedom, which include four-wheel revolutions, 8 pitches, translation and rotational motions of the car body and movement to allow for vehicle steering. ADAMS is used for dynamic analysis of a vehicle. The coordinator system is determined with x, (the vehicle driving direction), y (left of a vehicle), and z (a line perpendicular to x and y plane).
The dynamic simulation of a vehicle is carried out under the driving conditions of acceleration and deceleration intervals, lane changes, and bump pass in order to obtain 
3 Virtual driving environment
Among simulator components, visual elements are essential for enhancing the driver's motion perception. To develop a graphic simulator, dVISE is used as the tool for producing virtual reality (4) . Also, to develop the virtual driving environment with a high degree of reality, texture images are extracted from the real world and mapped into the modeled environment through CAD. Besides, the graphic simulator contains the 4-lane straight roads with Driving on the graphic module is operated based on the data gained from the dynamic analysis module. Figure 5 shows the virtual driving environment offering visual information at constant 20 frames/sec. The developed virtual driving environment is connected directly to the beam projector through a PC monitor and then is displayed on the screen in front of the simulator. Attempting the coincidence of the motion reproducing device and the virtual environment reduces the driver's simulator sickness, which is analogous to motion sickness. 
4 Motion reproduction
The motion reproduction is responsible for directly delivering the motion perception to the driver on the simulator. The important thing is that the driver experiences motion perception through a simulator in order to have the driver experience the dynamic features and the changes in driving conditions as real as real-world driving situations. Therefore, the most important part of a simulator is how to reproduce motion with the high reality motion reproduction module.
In general, there is no restriction on the range of vehicle motions, but the motion system simulating motion has its limit in terms of the kinematics motion range and dynamic characteristics. So it is difficult to generate perfect motion reproduction. Therefore, a washout algorithm is required, which can restrict motion range within the physical limitation of the motion system and maintain the results accompanied by command queues from a driver. The command queue simulated in the motion platform inputs linear acceleration and angular velocity of the driver's seat which are gained from the results of dynamic analysis as washout algorithm input in order for the driver to experience the driving scenarios sensitively. The washout algorithm consists of a high frequency filter and a low frequency filter. The high frequency filter can eliminate low frequency elements of the motion queue, which causes the deviated motion from the restricted range of the motion platform. Then, it returns the motion platform to the starting point. The low frequency filter plays the role of tilt coordination reproducing constant bursts of acceleration. The low frequency signal found amid the command queue elements is not able to reproduce the motion due to the kinematics limitations, so the responses in the range drivers become aware of can be reproduced through the high frequency passing filter. Figure 6 illustrates the structure of the conventional washout algorithm.
Human Sensibility Evaluation
1 Human sensibility ergonomics approach
This paper explores the human sensibility ergonomics approach fit for the dynamic system based on a lot of existing human sensibility research for the evaluation of a simulator. The most representative approach among the existing human sensibility ergonomic approaches includes functional expansion, a human sensibility ergonomics system, human sensibility ergonomics modeling, hybrid human sensibility ergonomics, virtual reality engineering, and remote user sensibility evaluation (5) . Among these, human sensibility ergonomics techniques suitable for a simulator have been studied in this paper by applying multivariate analysis techniques, functional expansion techniques, and virtual reality human sensibility ergonomics, etc. The human sensibility ergonomics approach evaluates the driver's sensibility not by quantitative methods like vital signals but by the qualitative way in which vocabulary is used. Figure 7 shows a series of processes of the integrated human sensibility ergonomics technique. According to the human sensibility ergonomics technique process, sensibility expressions are considered as ways of expressing the driver's perception in the simulator. So sensibility expressions about motion perception can be extracted. After analyzing a simulator, the dominant factors appealing to the driver's sensibility are selected from among the considered factors. To ascertain the relations between the sensibility expressions and the sensibility factors, the sensibility experiments are carried out and analyzed by using a vehicle simulator. Through a series of such processes, human sensibility ergonomics techniques suitable for evaluating a vehicle simulator have been developed.
2 Sensibility expressions extraction
The motion perception of a simulator is taken as the object sensibility in human sensibility ergonomics technique and the motion perception is divided into acceleration and rotational feeling. Sensibility expressions applying to these perceptions are extracted. The motion perception as the object of sensibility is defined as the perception that a human being feels when the fixed coordinate Table 1 Selected vocabulary system carries out a revolution or translation movement. In that case, human body is considered as rigid opposed to experiencing contraction of skeletal muscles controlling the body. Accordingly, motion perception is divided into revolution and translation factors, and these factors are matched to revolution and to acceleration perception.
A driver's sensibility to the defined motion perception is detected through sensibility expressions. Also, the rotation perception and acceleration perception are examined concretely. At first, sensibility expressions are collected from a dictionary and then added from questionnaires due to the ambiguity of expressions found in the dictionary and a lack of applicable expressions for the dynamic system. Table 1 list the finally selected expressions for rotation and acceleration perception.
3 Sensibility factors and category determination
The motion reproduction module is in charge of transferring motion perception by operating the platform. The most important thing is that the filtering algorithm of the vehicle dynamic analysis results in the platform motion queue. Also, there are factors related to lots of motion perceptions such as cut-off frequency and scale coefficient in the conventional washout algorithm for generating a Stewart platform signal. The cut-off frequency has a major influence on the queue offered to the driver and the motion range in the motion system. So the cut-off frequency is chosen as a sensibility factor among the possible detected factors in the motion reproduction module.
It is believed that motion perception is closely related to the various kinds of body protective reflexes that have a tendency to keep one's balance no matter where the body is located in order to categorize the cut-off frequency as a sensibility factor. A body protective reflex is closely related to the vestibular organ of the inner ear among the human sense organs.
To categorize the cut-off frequency selected as a sensibility factor, the human senses are modeled mathematically. The motion sense organ is the vestibular organ located in the inner ear. The semicircular canal of the vestibular organ takes the role of sensing rotational motion and otolith organ senses linear movement and position of the cranial bone. After modeling these two organs mathe-matically, the transfer function is calculated as follows: (6) 
(1)
where, k = 0.17, τ A = 13.2, τ L = 5.33, τ s = 0.66, T 1 = 7.6 µHz, T 2 = 41 Hz, β = 1.4π, γ = 0.42π, λ 1 = 2.405
Considering the characteristics of sense organs, the categories for the sensibility experiment are divided into three to identify the features of low, mid-and high frequencies. According to the transfer functions (1) and (2), the transferring area of otolith organs ranges from 0.001-5 Hz, and that of the semicircular canal ranges from 0.001-10 Hz. When considering the common area of otolith organs and the semicircular canal, the sensibility category is determined as a low-frequency area, 0.001 Hz, and the high-frequency area, 5 Hz, and the middle area, 0.16 Hz.
4 Sensibility experiment
The sensibility experiment of a vehicle simulator has been conducted by employing the integrated human sensibility ergonomics method. A total of 21 people who are in their late 20 s and have over 6 months' driving experiences are selected in order to differentiate the vehicle simulator from the real vehicle. The sample size of the participants is determined in order to minimize the range of estimated error within a 20% of 95% significance probability. The driving situation obtained from the vehicle simulator is displayed to the subjects through a beam projector. The motion platform displaying 6 degrees of freedom generates appropriate motion corresponding to the driving situation, and provides subjects with the correct degree of motion perception. The subjects in the driving simulator experience various driving situations and are questioned about the relationships between the sensibility factors and the sensibility vocabulary on the questionnaire. This experimental environment is offered after enough scrutiny about security so that the subject can exclude the restlessness.
In this research, evaluations concerning the acceleration and rotation perception are implemented. The experiment is carried out three times, by constructing a driving situation according to the three categories decided one of selected a cut-off frequency as a sensibility factor. Experiments I, II, and III show the cases for cut-off frequencys 0.001 Hz, 0.016 Hz, and 5 Hz, respectively. As shown in Fig. 8 , the subjects experienced various driving situations on one way and two-lane roads for 45 seconds at a speed of 40 km/s. To summarize the scenario of the experiment, accelerate up to 35 km/h from the start position and maintain that speed, then change lanes after 10 seconds. The simulator decelerates after 20 seconds and passes a bump with a width of 2 m and a height of 0.1 m at a speed of The contents on the questionnaire are divided into four major categories. The first category consists of the purpose of the experiment and an explanation concerning security. And the second category consists of the personal affairs of the subjects such as age, sex, and driving experience. The third category concerns the literal meaning of the vocabulary and examples of vocabulary in sentences in order to eliminate the ambiguity of vocabulary used in the questionnaire. The last part consists of questions regarding sensibility vocabulary on a value scale of 5, respectively so as to evaluate the sensibility degrees from each experiment.
The questions are based on a value scale of 5, for example, the values 5 and 1 indicate "strong agree" and "never agree", respectively. Figure 9 (a) shows that the subject sits in the driving simulator and (b) shows that the driving simulator is being operated. Table 2 represents the results of variance analysis by SAS. Here, the degree of freedom means the number of cases that can have any values freely maintaining the average. For example, the degree of freedom 2 on Table 2 means that the subjects are experimented on three times and they can respond freely two times, but a compulsory response only once to achieve a zero summation of deviation. The summation of the deviation square indicates the item for investigating the effects of the possible differences between the groups or the experiments, even though the personal deviation is zero. Items F-value and Pr>F are responsible for verification of hypothesis defined through comparison of variances within groups. In fact, item Pr>F-value rather than the item F value illustrates the acceptance or rejection of the hypothesis concerning the significance level. That is, the acceptance or rejection of the hypothesis can be decided by item Pr>F, in case of the hypothesis that there's no difference in sensibility vocabulary according to the cut-off frequency categories at Table 2 ANOVA result   Table 3 Scheffe result a defined significance level. In cases concerning the 95% significance level, the sensibility vocabulary marked by * shows a value under 0.05 of the item Pr>F, which has a subtle difference according to the categories of the sensibility factors. The vocabulary are as follows: tipping, learning, staggering, running forward, being pulled, being retarded, getting faster, speeding up, being caught, driving on, rushing forward, and being dynamic. The experiment results are analyzed by employing Scheffe, which divides groups after analyzing differences caused by the factors. Table 3 shows a part of the Scheffe result about the experiment. Groups 1, 2, and 3 refer to experiment I, experiment II, and experiment III, respectively. While Groups 1 and 2 are classified as Scheffe A, Group 3 belongs to Scheffe B. Based on the analysis, sensibility vocabulary show no differences in the cases of experiments I and II, but do show differences in experiment III among the three cut-off frequency categories. Accordingly, the changes at low frequency cannot have just a subtle affect on motion perception, but the changes between high frequency and low frequency can have an influence on the driver's perception.
5 Experiment results
Conclusion
This paper focused on the human sensibility ergonomics approach to the motion perception by using a vehicle simulator. The major components of a simulator, such as movement analysis, visual representation, and motion reproduction were investigated and developed. Then, applicable human sensibility ergonomics techniques to the dynamic system were developed by modifying existing techniques. The developed approach was able to analyze and evaluate the acceleration and rotation perceptions among the various motion perceptions.
The cut-off frequency is chosen as a sensibility factor among the possible detected factors in the motion reproduction module. Based on the common area of otolith organs and semicircular canal, the sensibility category was determined as the low-cut-off frequency, 0.001 Hz, and the high-cut-off frequency, 5 Hz, and the middle one, 0.16 Hz. The sensibility experiment of a vehicle simulator was conducted to figure out differences among the various kinds of sensibility vocabulary. As the results obtained from the experiment were analyzed employing statistical analysis like variance analysis, 12 items of sensibility vocabulary were determined, which were closely related to cut-off frequency, and analyzed for differences according to the category they belong to.
An ergonomic evaluation database is required for simulators by applying the sensibility ergonomic approaches presented in this study. A special system for sensibility evaluation can be constructed for airplanes and ships as well as passenger vehicles.
